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Cellulose-based layer
PET-based
Cellulose-based layer
Optional add-ons
• Antibacterial
• Fluoride
• Flavours

h

Stress relaxation of thermoformed materials under  Retention forces of thermoformed materials detected at a bending 
® material allows for adapted 

initiating forces based on the choice of the material thickness.
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naturaligner®

naturaligner®

Cytotocixity tests – results from a WST-  cell viabillity assay to evaluate 
the effect of the specimen surface on human primary gingival fibroblast 
cells. In addtion, the Naturaligner shows no leaching crude-oil based plas-
tizers and microplastics in the human body as detected within GCMS and 
HPCL studies within our internal ISO  study under the GLP norm.
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Outstanding fit to the teeth1

 Hihgly 

predictive 

tooth 

movement

The naturaligner® adapts 
during thermoforming perfectly 
to the 3D negative model and 
thus, perfectly fits your patients 
teeth.1 The volume gap 
between clear aligner and teeth 
a factor of 5 lower compared to 
state-of-the-art competitors. 

This results in an optimal force 
translation for highly predictive 
tooth movements. 

R. Ammann et al., “Three-dimensional analysis of aligner gaps and thickness distributions, using hard x-ray 
tomography with micrometer resolution” Journal of Medical Imaging, DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.9.3.031509

NA550 = 550 um or NA.750 = 750 um
or NA.1050 = 1050 um 
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My coating of cellulose polymers forms 
a natural surface to the oral mucosa and 
eliminates microplastic absorption.

I use only natural plasticizers. My  
material system shows no cytotoxicity.2

My different strengths allow you to per-
sonalize and gently straighten your teeth 
with unparalleled comfort.

I am designed and manufactured in  
Switzerland by inspired minds.

TRANSPARENT
Outstanding transparency, comparable 
to conventional aligners, makes it hardly 
noticeable that you are wearing me.

INNOVATIVE
I am constantly reinventing myself to offer 
you even more benefits. The next inno-
vation for your oral hygiene at the end of 
2022 is already in the starting blocks.
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